
May 8, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes Sleep Inn 

One board member was absent. 

Six guests were in attendance. 

Meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm. 

Motion was made to approve the May 1, 2017 meeting minutes. It was approved. 

Ryan Chevrolet was there to discuss them sponsoring us. They want to do something no one else has 

done. Going to set up a meeting with them.  

Marketing. Adam was talking to the CC machine guy about it. We sold 11 more grandstand season 

passes. There will be a drawing on Mother's day for 3 separate prizes. Working on doing something on 

Facebook for giving away tickets.  

Stu making some new signs for the ticket windows. 

Brandon said thank you to everyone who helped out at the track.  

Discussion on order of events. Should they always be the same? Should they rotate? Will need to rotate 

a little with whatever class has the most cars.  

Discussion on late model purse. Still trying to find a purse sponsor. Waiting to post it until next week.  

Ambulance will be there every week. We do have extra EMT's lined up also. 

Sport Compact purse. Motion was made to make the Sport Compact purse the same as Mandan's. It was 

approved. 

Sprint Purse. We are leaving it the same.  

Enduro. Should we change registration to $100 for pre-registration but $125 for day of show. What type 

of incentive is there to sign up early? Maybe start up front? Maybe up the pit fees? Maybe we could 

raise the purse a little if we raise the entry fee?  

Website. We had some issues over the weekend. It is back up and running. Deciding what we are going 

to do with the website.  

Motion was made to do 2 gold level packages to the Terri Huber benefit. It was approved. (Gold level 

package is 4 tickets, a shirt and hat).  

Dust control in pits. What can we do to make the dust go away? Need to water more. 

Fence. Discussion on putting a fence up between the pits and the drag strip. We can use flagging but we 

would need to take it down for the fair. The fair is ok with us putting a fence up. Going to talk to the 

drag stip and Fair about the fence.  

There was a car that pulled into the pits during a race and sprayed rocks everywhere. Do we need to 

give all the drivers a warning? This is the last/final warning. There will be consequences if you do it 

again.  



Speedbump. Have a couple people who will do it. Do we need a new suit? Possibly. Looking for sponsors 

for it.  

Bills were presented and paid. 

We are moving meetings to Tuesday's for the summer.  

Motion was made to adjourn.  

Meeting adjourned at 9:49 pm. 

Next meeting will be Tuesday, May 16, 2017 at 7:00 pm at the Sleep Inn.  

 


